
THE PLAN BY DAN HOLLINGS BRINGS
EXPONENTIAL RESULTS TO AVERAGE FAMILIES

The Plan by Dan Hollings Winning Bots

The Plan by Dan Hollings is set to

officially launch at the end of November

2021 after thousands of students battle-

tested its simple strategies.

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES,

November 8, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/

-- The Plan by Dan Hollings is set to

officially launch at the end of

November 2021 after thousands of

students battle-tested its simple,

automated cryptocurrency bot

strategies in the last several months

during its beta test. Prior to this, Dan Hollings’ has been teaching people how to make money

online for over a decade and is the marketing genius behind the popular documentary, “The

Secret.”  

The Plan’s strategy is simple

and once people know the

basics, it all starts to make

sense. I’m glad I took

advantage of this

opportunity because I can

really see any average family

benefiting from it”

Anna Dornier

One of his beta students, Anna Dornier, who jumped in as

early as the July 2021 beta group opened is now seeing

exponential results by simply following phase 1 of Dan

Hollings’ The Plan diligently.  To read about her full review,

experience, and updates since she started, visit The Plan

By Dan Hollings Review by Anna Dornier.

Anna continued to track her results for the last 4 months

and her portfolio of trading bots consists of bots that are

making anywhere from $40 to $200 per day. She continues

to explain that she has only seen these returns grow over

time whether the crypto market goes upwards,

downwards, or sideways because the bots actually make money by automatically making tiny

trading transactions during these movements in cryptocurrency prices.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://thesocialmarketer.me/the-plan-by-dan-hollings-my-official-review
https://thesocialmarketer.me/the-plan-by-dan-hollings-my-official-review


“Once I started seeing my own results and realized that I can easily set up my bots within 5

minutes once I’ve learned Dan’s strategy, I was all in,” remarks Anna. “The Plan’s strategy is really

simple and once people know the basics, it all starts to make sense. I’m glad I took advantage of

this opportunity because I can really see any average family benefiting from it,” Anna

continued.

The Plan by Dan Hollings combined with the exponential growth that the blockchain and

cryptocurrency industries are undergoing is changing the world’s economic landscape. “The

people that are making smart decisions on how they are investing and growing their

cryptocurrency portfolios are planting seeds right now and they are going to bear some great

fruits in the future,” Anna says.

Dan Holling’s automated cryptocurrency bot strategy is one of a kind and it is set to officially

launch publicly at the end of November 202. One reason Anna is talking about her ongoing

progress now is that she realizes how big of an opportunity this is for the average family to grow

their wealth especially for those who don’t want to learn to trade cryptocurrencies and are in no

position to take trading risks. 

As always, it is good practice to consult a certified financial advisor before investing.

To read Anna Dornier’s full review on The Plan by Dan Hollings, click here.
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